Introduction
The history of SanDeGo
As crypto currency gains popularity and becomes mainstream, it is expected to
revolutionize the way people manage their financial lives. However it is difficult to
compare the value of crypto currency directly to traditional money and the market can
be unstable, sometimes the public views crypto currency with a negative opinion.
Under these circumstances, SanDeGo was founded in April 2018 with the intention of
allowing anyone to easily experience crypto currency and deepen their understanding
of what it actually is. SanDeGo has the potential to spread widely by setting 92 billion
as a very high supply limit to the number of coins issued and users easily enjoy to
balance of coins increasing simply by owning a high interest POS currency.
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Outline

1-1 Contents

1-2 Feature

The SanDeGo coin includes a function to
ensure the safety of transactions between
peers by using block chain technology
which is irreversible and unalterable by
ledger.

The POS of SanDeGo is unlike POW (Proof
of Work) which requires a large amount of
Hash calculation for transaction approval
and it is environmentally friendly because it
does not consume as much electricity.

As a result, SanDeGo is a crypto currency
that can be exchanged safely between two
peers without using a trusted third party.
The SanDeGo coin was developed with a
wallet (electronic wallet) type format that
stores all transaction history (all block
chains).

Since it requires little computing power, POS
is possible regardless of the performance of
PC equipment. This feature is a fundamental
concept of the project.
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Purpose

2-1 Target of SanDeGo

2-2 Introductory currency coin

As of 2018, crypto currencies have risen in
popularity but are still not widely accepted
by the public. As society migrates towards a
cashless economy, the goal of this crypto
currency is to serve "as an introductory
currency" which anyone can use for making
payments, increase their net worth by
collecting interest, and learn about crypto
currencies.

We will begin by answering common
questions that often lead to anxiety by users
who are new to crypto currency.
Specifically, we will explain basic information
on the use of wallet from basic concept of
crypto currency on the SanDeGo official
website etc. in an easy-to-understand
manner.
Requirements such as PC specifications,
operating
system,
etc.
are
clearly
demonstrated by video game, but these
requirements are not publicly announced in
the industry of crypto currency.
We would like to start by revising those
points. With a characteristics of being a high
interest POS currency that can gain value
with fun, and the comprehensive community
power of SanDeGo with an official website
that is developed to share various
information such as the characteristics of
high interest POS. We aim to become an
introductory crypto currency which can help
beginners to the crypto currency community
start their journey with confidence.
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2-3 Value of SanDeGo
The initial value of the SanDeGo coin will be optimized for people to enjoy rather than the
market value.
The advantage of SanDeGo coin is the
condition that you can easily obtain SanDeGo
coins by selling cheaply at the time of mass
distribution by AirDrop and listing on the
exchange (currently unlisted but in the future
will be listed, which we will arrange.)
It is a prerequisite to possess value by having
more people hold it.
A prerequisite of listing in the future is for
many people to possess the coin .We also plan
to distribute coins using Faucet.
Based on the platform in which the SanDeGo
coins provided by the SanDeGo project can be used, the value of the coin will be determined
and maintained by the convenience and network of placed where the coin can be spent.
We hope that preparing for crypto currency using the SanDeGo coin as we prepare for the
coming of a cashless society is the value of SanDeGo coins. Although it is paradoxical, we
believe that the likelihood of evaluation on such an attempt will determine the market value.
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2-4 SanDeGo Project
SanDeGo project is a project to give value to the SanDeGo coin. The value of currency rises
because its currency can be used in various places.
In other words, in order to make it possible to exchange (use) the coins which is one of the
major functions of currency, the purpose of the project is to develop and provide a place /
function where SanDeGo coin can be used.
And the value preservation function, which is one of the major functions of the
currency, is provided by the Wallet (electronic wallet).

2-5 SanDeGo pratform
As specific locations and functions where SanDeGo coin can be used, SanDeGo project
currently plans to develop following platforms.

Faucet
(will be released)

Tipping function for Twitter
（will be released）

Question / Answer platform (*1)
(will be released)
*1: It is possible to exchange knowledge and wisdom on the Question Answer platform, and you can
use SanDeGo coins in exchange for other advice and wisdom. Specifically, for respondents who
have given more appropriate answers to the questions of the questioner, the questioner can send
SanDeGo coins to the respondents as a way to thank them. In addition, information accumulated on
this platform can be freely viewed by everyone.

Separately from our project, Sensu bot developed by other project has already been
implemented in Discord.
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03 SanDeGo details

Premining allocation
5 billion will be reserved as compensation for air drops and collaborators.
Immediately after listing on the exchange, 2 billion out of another 5 billion will be offered by
way of bargain sale at 1 satoshi.
Unsold SDGO at the bargain sale and 3 billion SDGO refrained from selling and SDGO
remaining from air drops are to be burned excluding 200 million for reward.
In addition, the reward will be withdrawn only when paying to a cooperator, and will be locked
up at all other times. Therefore, there is no reason to fear management will sell unfairly in
exchanges after the sale at 1 satoshi.
*2: The specification that the number of blocks is a multiple of 3 or a related to 3 and the POS interest
rate jumps up is due to the founder's playfulness, but it indicates the origin of the currency name
SanDeGo (By way of 3, GO). By all means, please remember the currency name for this reason.

The exchange to be listed is currently uncertain but we are considering it from the viewpoint
of trading volume and listing cost.
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04 SanDeGo sub project
SanDeGo plans to implement events for the purpose of providing something fun to the
community with the SanDeGo community at times.
As the first step, we are planning to produce T - shirts that embody a vivid logo such as the
summer sun designed by SanDeGo.
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05
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Road map
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Management structure

SanDeGo team
・Project manager

：sandego (The Founder)

・Service Planning

：KomugikoMan, BILLY, sayaka, nept1, katsuo

・Global service

：KomugikoMan, nept1, Kenny-T

・Developper

：sandego, NEKONABE

・Design

：MONAKO MOTO NIDAN, tricolore

・Supporter

：KOGESAN

SanDeGo community
・Discord

：All members supporting SandeGo

・askmona

：All members supporting SandeGo

・And all holders supporting SandeGo

SanDeGo team leads the planning and development, but we believe that we cannot create
and maintain value without the communities support.
For that reason, we will work hard to cooperate with each other and to create a fun SanDeGo
world with the support of the SanDeGo community.
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Conclusion
SanDeGo project is live.
SanDeGo project will work with the SanDeGo community to build a better use environment.
As the number of places where SanDeGo coins can be used increased, the value of use
(exchange) increases, so we will plan and study new platforms besides the platforms described
in (2-5) above.
SanDeGo sub project will also make efforts to provide fun to the people.

Please check for the latest information on the official website below.
http://www.sandego.net/
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Revision history
Issued date
11th May 2018
15th May 2018

Version
1.0
1.1
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1.2
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1.3

Revision content
First edition
1) Maximum Issued numbers changed
2) POS reward condition added
1) Maximum Issued numbers changed
2) POS reward condition added
3) Team member changed
4) Total amount on listing sale changed
5) Supporter added
6) Expression of exchange changed
Team member changed

